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WELCOME!
The Iranian Division of the IADR has been established in 2006 by some of the most intelligent and broad minded
Iranian dentists which have a concern regarding research in dental sciences. During past decade, in total our
division has more than 500 members and held more than 15 annual meetings, scientific workshops, and one joint
congress with Kuwaiti Division of the IADR in 2013.

Our Division's members are active on many IADR committees, and have been recognized as leaders in their
research domains.

The Division's annual meeting is always well attended, and is supported financially research centers in Iran,
especially Dental Research Center of Shahid Beheshti University of Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran.

ABSTRACT RULES AND GUIDELINES
1. Individuals may present only one abstract (excluding Symposia, Hands-on Workshops, Lunch &
Learning and Keynote Speakers).
2. Projects being submitted must be original research.
3. Submitters may NOT split one study into several papers, as they may be asked to combine for review.
4. Individuals can co-author multiple abstracts.
5. Presenter must disclose any personal or co-author potential conflict of interest and agree to the IADR
Policy on Full Disclosure along with the IADR Abstract Licensing Policy during submission.
6. Previously published abstracts (in print or any electronic format) or those presented at another
meeting are not allowed.
7. Abstracts should not be submitted on material that will also be presented at a symposium held at
the same meeting.
8. Authors of presentations later proven to contain previously published or presented material will
be sanctioned and may be prohibited from presenting at future meetings.

PREPARING TO SUBMIT AN ABSTRACT
Important Submission Elements
1. Scientific Group/Network: All abstracts must be submitted to an appropriate Scientific Group/Network
category for review based on the scientific content of the abstract. A large majority of abstracts are transferred
each year. If you select the appropriate area, you are more likely to be graded by peers with similar interests
and who are familiar with you and your research topic. See the appropriate section below for a complete listing
of Scientific Groups/Networks.
2. Titles: Abstract titles are limited to 10 words or less. The title should be dynamic and conclusive, rather than
descriptive, and should be entered in title case format, AP format. In general, you should capitalize the first
letter of each word unless it is a preposition or article. Do italicize scientific names of organisms such as
streptococci or candida. Titles should not be bold.
3. Authors: Each author should be added separately to the submission to ensure proper listing. Enter first (given)
name, and last (family/surname) name for each author plus institution/affiliation. Please do not list the
department/branch in the institution/affiliation field. One person must be identified as the presenting author. The
order of the authors can be modified at any time prior to the abstract deadline. IADR will not list each author’s
department in the Program Book due to space limitations.
4. Abstract Text: All abstracts should be 300 words or less. When composing your text, be sure to use a word
processor in order to save your abstract in advance. Use the formatting functions available in the submission
system to add in special characters. Do not include your title or authors in the abstract text — these items will
be collected separately. Do not include references. If the abstract is based on research that was funded entirely
or partially by an outside source, then be sure to enter the appropriate information (funding agency and grant
number if applicable) when prompted during submission. You do not need to re-enter the information with your
abstract text. However, all external funding MUST also be included in the presentation if accepted. Tables are
permitted but should be simple and concise. Graphics/images are not recommended unless they are integral to
the abstract and should be limited to no more than one or two.
5. Special Characters: Special characters in the title or body of the abstract or in the co-author’s names
or affiliations should be entered into the system using formatting functions in the submission system to
avoid formatting errors.
6. Content of the Abstract: Titles, authors and authors' affiliations are not included in the 300 word
limit (references are not collected by IADR). The abstract must contain a brief statement of:
a. The objectives of the investigation,
b. Experimental methods used,
c. Essential results, including data and, where appropriate, statistics,
d. Conclusion
7. Other Items: the following information should be submitted:
•

Keywords: All abstract submissions may select up to five keywords from a list. Two keywords
are required. Keywords should be selected from Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) to be used for
indexing of articles. See: http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/MBrowser.html for information on the
selection of key words.

•

Contact Information: IADR will only correspond with the presenting author listed on
the abstract regardless of who may have submitted the abstract. Thus, make sure to
include a correct email address/phone number for the presenting author. If the presenting author
relocates before the 2018 IADR/PER General Session, please be sure to notify the Meetings
Department with the new information. Please make every attempt to enter the correct
membership number for the presenter if he/she is a member of IADR.

Word Limit Help
•

Always hyphenate when possible (e.g., use “composite-resin restorations”, rather than “composite resin
restorations”), and string together complicated phrases with hyphens.

•

Abbreviate extensively [i.e., introduce abbreviations quickly and use them. Do not say hybrid zone but rather
introduce hybrid zone (HZ) and then use HZ from that point onward].

•

Always close spaces between numbers and units (e.g., instead of 30 mm, say 30-mm or 30mm; never leave
spaces between numbers & standard deviations; and replace “30 ± 5” with “30±5”).

•

Always use tables for the presentation of information when possible. Put units in headers and omit them from
the rest of the matrix.

•

Make sure that there is no inadvertent ‘dangling punctuation’ in the text, such as a comma or period that is not
immediately adjacent to a word.

•

Eliminate as many “articles” (a, an, the, …) as possible.

•

String together all of the steps in the Materials & Methods section so that you are not starting and stopping
individual sentences with separate subjects, verbs, and adjectives [e.g., “The samples (n=10/gp) were etched
(37% H3POO4), washed (15s), stored (37°C, 7d), conditioned (25°C, 10m), tested (0.1mm/m), and
statistically analyzed (ANOVA, Tukey’s, p<0.05).”].

•

Replace statements with equations [e.g., Instead of “10 samples were tested for each group” insert “(n=10)” into
an appropriate sentence].

•

Report all statistical differences with superscripts on results that can be attached rather than requiring separate
statements.

•

Construct tables to minimize the number of necessary cells.

